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Manufacturer of flex printers, inkjet printers and signages. Also

provides outdoor advertising services.
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About Us

The prime group of advertisers were established in 1994. And with a complete setup of machinery

and manpower required for outdoor advertising and signage work, we create our pieces as a perfect

craft of the industry. As a complete house of both indoor and outdoor advertising, the company plays

a significant role in northern indian advertising industry. Apart from being a renowned signage printer

and fabricator of north india, the company has also been popular widely in the region due to its end to

end solution in the advertising field, ranging from designing, printing, fabrication, installation and

above all the after sales services. In outdoors,prime group of advertisers glow as a crystal ball glazing

brightly all around, as outdoors hold a major share in companys turnover. Carving a benchmark of

excellence for its services in advertising, at prime we have roped a long list of prominent clients like

spice communications limited,bharti airtel limited, pepsi foods limited, tata televentures limited, usha

international limited, crompton greaves limited, exide industries limited, amaron industries limited, lg

electronics india limited, lucas industries limited, mbd books private limited, haier india electronics

limited, ayur herbals limited and many more valuable local clients. Working our levels best for our

prestigious clients, we take wholesome jobs in advertising according to the demands of clients.

Whether its outdoor or indoor, we have a wide range of products starting...

For more information, please visit
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OTHER PRODUCTS

Prime Advertising Agency Prime Advertising Service

Prime Publicity Advertising
Service

Outdoor Advertising Services
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F a c t s h e e t

Year of Establishment : 1994

Nature of Business : Service Provider

Total Number of Employees : 51 to 100 People



CONTACT US

Prime Publicity
Contact Person: Vaneet Dhir

222, New Raj Nagar, Basti Bawa Khel, 
Jalandhar - 144001, Punjab, India
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